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Hot Bands of Water in the n2 Manifold up to 5n2-4n2
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A spectrum of the hot water molecule has been recorded in emission at a temperature of 10007C in the region 900
cm01 to 2000 cm01 . A total of 4381 lines were observed; 1750 are assigned, mostly to the n2 , 2n2 0 n2 , 3n2 0 2n2 ,
4n2 0 3n2 , and 5n2 0 4n2 bands. The 5n2 0 4n2 band has been seen for the first time and the rotational analysis of the
other hot bands has been extended to high J and Ka values. The assignment of transitions involving previously unobserved
levels was achieved using high accuracy ab initio electronic structure calculations, an ab initio adiabatic correction to
this potential, and variational nuclear motion calculations of the spectra. The band origin of 5n2 is determined to be
7542.39 cm01 { 0.05 cm01 , significantly different from the value obtained from the ‘‘dark state’’ perturbative treatment.
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vibrational state (18) and Ka Å 10 for the (010) state (19).
This trend continues, so divergence can be expected for Ka
values near unity for the (040) and (050) states. One way of
solving this problem is to substitute variational calculations
using a fitted potential energy surface (e.g., (20)) for the
conventional effective Hamiltonian approach. The stretching
energy levels of water are known up to 25 000 cm01 (21)
and have been used for the fitting the effective potential
energy surface (PES) (22). In contrast, the highest bending
levels known experimentally lie at 7000 cm01 (5). The addition of higher Ka rotational levels of £2 Å 4 and any levels
of £2 Å 5 would be of great value in any attempt to improve
the bending part of the water PES.
The only source of experimental information on the (050)
vibrational state until now has been the so-called ‘‘dark
state’’ analysis (23). The strong resonance between the
(130) and (050) states leads to a shift of the (130) levels
because of interactions with (050) levels. Thus information
on the value of the (050) energy levels could be indirectly
obtained from the known (130) values. The band origin of
the (050) state was determined to be 7552 cm01 (23). However, recent theoretical analysis (22), based on the use of
variational calculations and spectroscopically determined
potential energy surfaces, has suggested that this value is
too high by between 10 and 15 cm01 .
The hot band spectra associated with the n2 mode of water
were recorded a few years ago in an attempt to identify lines
in the Kitt Peak sunspot spectra (1), (27), (28). Since these
laboratory spectra had a temperature of only 10007C, they
were not useful for this purpose. It was not until spectra
were recorded at 15507C (1), (27) that we obtained a line
density in the pure rotational region (400–900 cm01 ) that
was comparable to the line density in the sunspot. The identification of water vapor in the sunspot (1) was followed by
a partial assignment (27) of the 15507C laboratory spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

The scientific literature on the vibration–rotation bands of
water is vast and the spectra are used in many applications,
such as the identification of water vapor in sunspots (1).
The subject of this paper is the hot bands of the £2 sequence.
In classic works by Flaud, Camy-Peyret, and co-authors (2–
5), rotational energy levels in the n2 Å 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
vibrational states were determined from hot water emission
spectra from flames and overtone absorption spectra for the
3n2 and 4n2 bands. Most of these levels were used in the
comprehensive water vapor atlas ( 6). Subsequently improved room temperature spectra of n2 (7), (8), 2n2 0 n2
(9), and 4n2 bands (10) (among many other bands) have
been observed and assigned. More recently, Dana et al. (11,
12) have measured new flame spectra. They concentrated on
measuring collisional linewidths, rather than the determination of new energy levels, but they did assign some new
rotational lines, particularly for the 4n2 0 3n2 band. A new
bending–rotation effective Hamiltonian analysis of the published £2 Å 0 and 1 rotational energy levels, based on the
modified model due to Makarewizc ( 13), was carried out
by Coudert (14) as well as very recent n2 band analysis (15).
Further expansion of the n2 manifold of levels up to 5n2
has been hampered by the extreme weakness of this band
(see for example (16, 17).
Another reason there are problems in assigning the higher
Ka rotational levels of highly excited bending vibrational
states is that the conventional power series effective rotational Hamiltonian diverges at about Ka Å 15 for the ground
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with a KCl beamsplitter, Si:As detectors, and an InAs
filter. The 550 – 2800 cm01 region was covered at a resolution of 0.005 cm01 .
The center of a 1 m long by 5 cm diameter alumina tube
was heated to about 10007C. The spectrum was recorded as
the temperature changed from 904 to 10087C. The tube was
evacuated and the ends were sealed with cooled KBr windows. A steady flow of water vapor passed through the cell
at a pressure of 0.9 Torr. The thermal emission ( 29) from
the hot water vapor was sent into the entrance aperture of
the spectrometer. Twelve scans were co-added in 61 min of
integration.
The H2O emission lines from 920 cm01 to 2000 cm01
were measured with the data reduction program DECOMP.
Each of 4381 lines was fitted with a Voigt lineshape function. A typical linewidth of 0.008 cm01 was measured and
the maximum signal-to-noise ratio was about 300. The lines
were calibrated by multiplication by the factor 0.999999397
obtained using the measurements of Toth (9). Strong unblended lines should have an absolute accuracy of about
0.0001 cm01 .
III. ANALYSIS

To our surprise, the 10007C spectrum in the 1000 to 2200
cm01 showed many previously unobserved transitions. We
have been able to identify the new 5n2 0 4n2 band and
considerably extend the rotational assignments in other hot
bands.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The hot water spectra were recorded on April 9, 1993
with the Fourier transform spectrometer associated with
the McMath – Pierce Telescope of the National Solar Observatory on Kitt Peak. The spectrometer was operated

We found that the sequence bands with D£2 Å 1 were
much stronger than other hot bands such as n3 / n2 0 n3 .
For example, the 3n2 0 2n2 band is about 10 times stronger
than the n3 / n2 0 n3 band although the upper levels have
comparable energies and populations. This is due to the well
known increase in transition dipole moment for sequence
bands as the vibrational quantum number increases. For example, for a harmonic oscillator the matrix element ( »£ /
1 É x É £… ) 2 Å ( \ /2mv )( £ / 1) increases linearly with
£. Since this matrix element is directly proportional to the
intensity, it tends to offset the decreasing population (Boltzmann factor) as £ increases.
The bulk of the strong lines observed belong to the n2
and 2n2 0 n2 bands reported in (7–9). Our 10007C spectrum
of the n2 band has some higher J, Ka transitions than reported
for the room temperature spectra (7, 8) and they were assigned using energy levels determined from the flame spectra
(2, 3). A few lines of the n2 band involved higher J, Ka
levels than listed in the references (2, 3). In this case the
rotational energy levels of the ground and (010) vibrational
states obtained in our previous work were used (27), thus
confirming the correctness of these levels. These assignments (which we call trivial) were simple to make and we
will not discuss them further.
For the 3n2 0 2n2 and 4n2 0 3n2 bands, only a small
proportion of the lines could be assigned using the published
energy levels (4–9). For the 5n2 0 4n2 bands there were
no known energy levels, since no spectra involving the (050)
state had been obtained experimentally. The nontrivial assignment of these new lines with higher J, Ka than given in
the literature requires highly accurate calculations.
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For example, the water in the sunspot spectrum has an
effective temperature of about 28007C and has an average
line density of nearly 50 lines / cm01 . The present spectrum
has a line density of 5 – 10 lines / cm01 , which makes the
new assignments easier than for the sunspot spectrum.
In our previous paper ( 27 ) we have used an effective
Hamiltonian in a Padé – Borel form ( 18 ) for the calculation of the high J , Ka energy levels of water in the ground

and ( 010 ) exited vibrational state. Variational calculations, however, have been demonstrated to have better
extrapolation properties than an effective Hamiltonian approach ( 20 ) . Variational calculations also calculate energy levels involving all the vibrational states at one time,
automatically solving the problem of the accidental resonances between various vibrational states, which have to
be included explicitly for every resonance in an effective
Hamiltonian matrix approach. These two properties make
variational calculations invaluable for assigning highly
excited rovibrational levels of water.
To assign the hotter transitions observed here, we used a
variational calculation based on the exact kinetic energy
(EKE) approach. These calculations use a high accuracy ab
initio Born–Oppenheimer potential energy surface due to
Partridge and Schwenke (30). This potential was then modified by the addition of an ab initio mass-dependent surface
representing the adiabatic correction to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation (31). Nonadiabatic effects have also
been shown to be important for rotationally excited water
(22); these were introduced phenomenologically by using
a hydrogenic mass intermediate between atomic H and the
proton (see (31)). A full treatment of the effects of Born–
Oppenheimer breakdown in water will be the subject of
future work (32).
Nuclear motion calculations were performed using the
DVR3D program suite (33) using basis sets developed for
previous studies (22). To bring the ab initio estimates of
the transition frequencies into line with the observations,
each rovibrational energy level was adjusted by the difference between the observed and calculated band origin for
the vibrational level in question.
In a table which is available from the author or editor on
request, we present the observed n2 , 2n2 0 n2 , 3n2 0 2n2 ,
4n2 0 3n2 , and 5n2 0 4n2 hot band lines. More than 1700
lines of the total 4381 lines were assigned. Some of them
are identical to the room temperature water spectrum of n2
and 2n2 0 n2 , presented in (8), (9).
Lines with lower J belonging to n2 , which are strong
in room temperature spectra, suffered from self absorption
caused by cooler water at the ends of the cell, atmospheric
water, and trace amounts of water in the spectrometer. Because of the Doppler effect, the high temperature emission
lines are broader than the cooler absorption lines. The cooler
water thus removes the line center from the emission lines,
resulting in doublet line artifacts (see Ref. (1) for an example). As a rule, the line centers of these doublets were found
to be shifted to the right and to the left by approximately
0.005 cm01 from the line center of the room temperature
transition.
Transitions assigned to 2n2 0 n2 , 3n2 0 2n2 , 4n2 0 3n2 ,
and 5n2 0 4n2 bands are given in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. More than half of the measured lines remain
unassigned and they belong to the other hot bands and to
higher J’s and Ka’s of the n2 manifold of hot bands. The
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TABLE 4
List of H 16
2 O Transitions Assigned to 050 – 040 Hot Band
( Wavenumbers in cm01 , Intensities ( Int ) in Arbitrary Relative Units )

assignment of these lines will the next step in our analysis
of the higher temperature spectrum (15507C) spectrum,
which is now in progress.
A very effective means of compressing the information
on thousands of lines is to derive energy levels from the
transitions reported in the unpublished table previously referred to. The energy levels of the (020), (030) and (040)
vibrational states are presented in Tables 5–7. We do not
present here the energy levels of the ground and (010) states,
since all the transitions observed here are of lower J and Ka
than in our previous work (27). There is one important point
concerning these states which should be mentioned. One
motivation for this study was to check the energy levels of
the (000) and (010) states obtained in ( 27). Indeed we have
found that the assignment of two lines in the £2 Å 1 state
should be interchanged. In particular, the 1717 0 –1616 1 transition of (010) is now at 722.9167 cm01 , and 1716 1 –1615 2 is
at 722.3721 cm01 . This leads to the corresponding change
of energy levels in (27). A more complete discussion of the
corrections to Ref. (27) will appear in another paper (34).
The comparison of the energy levels of the (020), (030),
and (040) vibrational states taken from the literature with

those obtained in this work (Tables 5–7) shows that significantly higher J and Ka levels are derived in this study. The
energy levels for (030) (4) and (040) (5) are confirmed in
this study, whereas some levels in the (020) state (9) are
derived from misassigned transitions. The levels presented
in Tables 5–7 are involved as a rule in two and often three
transitions (P, Q, and R branches), which confirms our
assignments.
We decided not to present the energy levels of the ( 050 )
state, since at this stage only a few of them could be
derived from the list of 5n2 0 4n2 transitions ( Table 4 ) .
From the lines in Table 4 one can see that only three levels
( 505 , 303 , and 312 ) are involved in more than one transition.
These three levels should be considered as definitely established, since combination difference confirm the assignment. The assignment of the other lines are not so
reliable and their assignment should be considered as tentative. Among these lines is the 000 – 111 transition which
gives a value of the ( 050 ) band origin equal to 7542.39
cm01 . A more reliable source of information on the band
origin is the levels confirmed by combination differences.
The difference between the calculated and experimentally
derived energies for these levels is constant to within 0.05
cm01 . In this spirit we consider our value of the 5n2 band
origin as 7542.39 { 0.05 cm01 .
This is significantly different, 10 cm01 , from the value
predicted by the ‘‘dark state’’ perturbative analysis of Ulenikov and Ushakova (23). This value has been used (24) for
the fitting of the water PES to the set of 70 experimental
band origins (levels with J Å 0) present in HITRAN data
base (25). As has been commented on (26), the use of the
value of 7552 cm01 for (050) band origin might be one
reason this potential (24) performs so badly for excited J
calculations. Even for the moderately excited J Å 10 this
potential gives a discrepancy of about 100 cm01 for (000)
and (010) states (26), while the standard deviation for the
fitted band origins is very good, Ç1 cm01 .
Indeed, our newly determined 5n2 band origin is very
much in line with values predicted by Polyansky et al. (22)
from a variational fit to the available data on H2O with J
£ 14. These workers found that they could not reproduce
the high value for the 5n2 band origin obtained from the
dark state analysis and predicted that the actual value was
significantly lower.
After submission of our paper, we obtained two additional
papers on the bending levels of water. Starikov (35) has
applied a new Hamiltonian model for the energy levels of
the (020), (001) and (100) states and his calculations are
in accord with our measurements. Mikhailenko et al. (36)
have analyzed the 2n2 overtone band and extended the
known energy levels in the (020) state. They cover a similar
range of J and Ka levels for this particular vibrational state
as reported here based on the 2n2 0 n2 hot band and their
work is also in agreement with our measurements.
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TABLE 5
Energy Levels in cm01 of (020) Vibrational State of H 16
2 O Derived from the
Experimental Line Frequencies of Table 1

Note. For J õ 14, only levels which differ from those in Toth ( 9) are presented. For J § 14, all
available experimental energy levels are given.
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TABLE 6
Energy Levels in cm01 of (030) Vibrational State of H 16
2 O Derived from the Experimental Line Frequencies of Table 2 (The Results of Flaud et al. (4) Are Given for
Comparison)
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TABLE 7
Energy Levels in cm01 of (040) Vibrational State of H 16
2 O Derived from the Experimental Line Frequencies of Table 4

IV. CONCLUSION

We have observed hot bands of water in the n2 manifold
in a spectrum recorded at 10007C. A total of 4381 lines have
been measured, belonging mainly to the n2 , 2n2 0 n2 , 3n2
0 2n2 , 4n2 0 3n2 , and 5n2 0 4n2 bands. The rotational
analysis of the n2 Å 2, 3, and 4 vibrational levels has been
extended to higher quantum numbers. The experimental derivation of the energy levels of £2 Å 5 has been made from
the lines of the 5n2 0 4n2 hot band.
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